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UTI International and the wave of
economic growth in India

UTI International manages the offshore interests of UTI Asset Management Company (UTI AMC) as well as the
global marketing of the firm’s Investment Strategies. With offices in London, Singapore and Dubai, its mission is
to help global investors invest in India. Current investors include family offices, insurance companies, pension
funds and other financial institutions, and its offer ranges from public markets UCITS funds to private debt
products.
Listed on both the NSE and BSE, the mothership company UTI AMC is India’s oldest and one of its largest money
managers, with a longstanding expertise in the whole spectrum of asset classes. It has one of the largest in-house
investment teams in India, entirely based between Mumbai and Delhi. The group currently has an AUM of more
than $160bn (as of 30 Jun '21) and more than 11 million clients.

UTI India Dynamic Equity Fund
UTI India Dynamic Equity Fund (IDEF) is UTI International’s
flagship UCITS product. With an AUM above $900m (as of
30th Jul ’21) and a strategy with more than 10 years of strong
track record, this numerous awards winner fund is one of the
best performers within the India equity universe in the longrun.
The goal of the strategy is to generate alpha by investing in
the strongest, most compounding and most promising listed
companies in India, with an investment philosophy founded
on three pillars: quality, growth and valuation.
The portfolio manager Ajay Tyagi, based in Mumbai together
with the rest of the equity team formed by 19 investment
professionals, follows a highly bottom-up and active
approach focused on high conviction ideas, and works with
the ambition of making IDEF the best-suited fund to access
the growth story of India.

Note: The Strategy returns are for Shinsei UTI India fund (ISIN:JP90C0004948), a mirror of IDEF
that follows the same strategy but with a longer track record. Past performance mentioned herein
is/are not necessarily indicative of future performance.

https://utifunds.com.sg/
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